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Peddling Fiction: Image from Video Game to Depict
Russian Hacking
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Instead of presenting evidence of Russian hacking, Western mainstream media outlets are
continuing to peddle fiction, adding drama with every new story they publish.

CNN, which dubs itself as the “most trusted name in news,” has arguably topped the ranks
of “fake news” outlets when it published yet another story on the subject of Russia hacking
the US election. This time, alongside the baseless accusations, CNN decide to use an image
from a popular video game Fallout 4 to help illustrate to its audience what Russian hacking
actually looks like.

Shortly  after  the  gaffe  was  caught  by  Reddit  users,  CNN  changed  the  image  to  a  stern
looking Obama. This, however, did not prevent a screenshot of the previous image from
going viral.

If before CNN was simply presenting fiction as fact, now it is also illustrating it using video
game art. It’s difficult to imagine how a news story can get any more fake than this.

BRG reports:

In Fallout 4 — as well as Fallout 3 and Fallout: New Vegas — the player can
hack computers to gain information or unlock doors and safes. It’s performed
like a word puzzle, where the player has to find a specific word in a huge mess
of  letters  and  random  characters.  It’s  simple  but  fun,  but  it  has
absolutely nothing in common with actual hacking, which is what makes it
perfect for mainstream news viewers.
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